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Fresh herbs for summer
Whether it’s a green smoothie, fine pesto or
homemade spread – fresh herbs are true allrounders and an essential part of the modern
kitchen. They refine hearty meals and tasty
desserts or are refreshing as an infusion. When
temperatures are on the rise and days get longer
again, it’s time for delicious herbs – fresh from your
kitchen or straight from your balcony! Both the
location and the amount of water are crucial for
helping your herbs to last. With the versatile
planters from LECHUZA and their smart wick
irrigation system, you can ensure that
basil, thyme & co. receive just the right amount of water, allowing them to stay fresh
for longer.
Reliable helpers in any herb kitchen
The wick irrigation system is very practical: simply insert the enclosed wick tip into
the underside of the herb pot, place it in the planter and add water. The water reservoir
provides the herbs with a reliable, customised water supply. This principle saves
planting and herbs in the planter can be replaced anytime quickly and easily. One
look at the water level indicator is enough to see if it is time to water again. Whether
on a windowsill, kitchen or balcony, the different planters with their integrated
watering system turn any space into a miniature herb garden.

The new YULA collection includes stylish, eyecatching designs for the home. With their plain,
round form and modern colours, the planter, plant
bag and watering can add an individual accent to
every kitchen. With space for two grow pots, the
YULA plant bag quickly turns the kitchen into a little
herb garden.
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The practical CUBE Color 14 and 16 herb cubes are
perfect for kitchens or windowsills. The CUBE Color
16 has plenty of space, even for larger cultivation pots
with a diameter of 13 to 15 centimetres - ideal for
popular Italian kitchen herbs. A great idea for a BBQ
evening: combine various herbs with different models
of the CUBE and place them on the table. This way
everyone can pick their favourite herb and your table
décor is sorted in the blink of an eye!

Of course, you also need fresh herbs on the balcony! The
new BALCONISSIMA planter rapidly turns any balcony
into its own small herb garden. The balcony box holder
included in the set provides a secure hold and can be
attached to the balcony railing in a few easy steps.
BALCONISSIMA was awarded the Red Dot Design
Award 2018 because of its design and outstanding
functionality. With these great features, it accentuates the
delicious mix of sage, mint and basil and keeps it fresh
for a long time.
Whether it’s lemon balm, Thai basil or tarragon, the same goes for all herbs: it’s worth to try
something new! Adding herbs turns even very simple dishes into a real treat, giving them that
certain something.

Discover more about herbs on our newly designed homepage and use it for inspiration:
www.lechuza.world/plenty-of-herbs!/tw-herbs.html

About LECHUZA
geobra Brandstätter Stiftung & Co. KG, headquartered in Zirndorf (near Nuremberg), is the manufacturer of PLAYMOBIL
and one of Germany’s largest toy producer. In addition, the innovative company has been developing, producing and
distributing the LECHUZA brand of high-quality plastic planters since 2000 and designer garden furniture since 2015.
The Brandstätter Group employs over 4.400 members of staff worldwide.
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